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New technologies and emergency department excellence

Novas tecnologias e excelência na unidade de emergência
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The Emergency Units are a fundamental and strategic part of the complex health system, and, 
conceptually, they propose to assist patients with acute complaints, which can potentially be manifestations of 
life-threatening situations1. The increase in the population aging rate and complexity of patients is associated 
with a progressive increase in visits number and the severity of cases in these units. When translated into 
numbers, the data is impressive. In the United States (2016), 136 million consultations were performed per 
year (40 million for trauma), resulting in 16.2 million hospitalizations in apartments and 2.1 million ICU 
admissions2. The easy access inherent to the vocation of this service, linked to the needs of other health sectors, 
is also associated with statistics of overcrowding in emergency centers and inadequate use of resources. 
Approximately 27% of consultations are performed in less than 15 minutes and, progressively in more 
complex cases, and there is an increase in the wait for the first contact with a health professional, followed 
by medical evaluation, first medication, waiting for hospitalization, and length of stay until the high1,3. At 
the same time, the emergency workload leads to high rates of professional dissatisfaction (34% consider 
abandoning their work) and disbelief about reducing the misuse of the emergency (44% of professionals do 
not believe in any improvement and 38% understand that the patients do not receive the ideal treatment)4. 
The sum of these factors generates inefficiency, verified by a minimum of 10% of diagnostic errors in the 
emergency, with progressive increase the more significant the severity, being associated with greater morbidity 
and mortality from all causes5.

Excellent management of the Emergency Unit must dedicate itself to improving the prognosis of acutely 
ill and traumatized patients, to have high-quality care based on the best practices and accurate indicators, to 
aim for the best possible experience for the patient in a cost-effective way, in addition to providing continuing 
education and generation of knowledge to health care professionals6. Given all the points mentioned above, 
this complex mission is only feasible with the help of new technologies exponentially in development, 
accessible, and progressively based on a broad scientific basis.

The most explored potential of new technologies is improving diagnostic accuracy and reducing 
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service time, fundamental aspects for obtaining a better prognosis and reducing overload and costs. In this 
context, the first technological strategies were the “point-of-care” assessments, representing the possibility 
of obtaining quick complementary blood tests at the bedside7. The main fields of study were the availability 
of troponin dosage for patients suspected of having the acute coronary syndrome, the availability of exams 
that mark organ dysfunction in suspected sepsis, and trauma-induced coagulopathy. In these situations, 
the laboratory point-of-care analysis implied an earlier diagnosis and, consequently, earlier treatment and 
reduced mortality8,9. Besides, the Emergency Unit’s early safe discharge rate has dramatically increased 
with this technology.

Improvements (reduction in size and cost, transmission and storage resources, and artificial intelligence) 
in the equipment for monitoring vital signs also happen progressively and facilitate the dynamics of care 
and diagnostic assistance. Through the compilation of clinical and laboratory data, the electronic medical 
record can support the decision after recognizing warning signs. Artificial intelligence can already issue 
reports with a high correlation with the impression of radiologists for various imaging exams, streamlining 
the process10. Recently, artificial intelligence with “deep learning” was able to identify patients with coronary 
artery disease with high accuracy through facial recognition 11. The Emergency Unit of the future will have 
an increase in the pre-test probabilities with this instantaneous resource. However, the current technological 
resource that had the most significant impact in improving diagnostic accuracy at the bedside was portable 
ultrasound (connected to a cell phone or tablet) as an extension of the physical examination. A broad and 
progressive scientific evidence, mainly in patients with acutely manifested dyspnea and undifferentiated 
shock, shows that the positive and negative likelihood ratio of the lung, heart, and large veins for diagnosis 
of various etiologies, is greater than the clinical, electrocardiographic evaluation, radiographic and with 
biomarkers12,13. A good emergency room has an ultrasound device; in a Unit of excellence, ultrasonography 
is an integral part of clinical evaluation. The ultrasound assessment handled by the on-call physician, in 
addition to being the best diagnostic resource for numerous situations, is fast, cost-effective, and allows for 
multiple reassessments14.

In addition to assisting in the diagnostic process, new technologies also play an essential role in 
treating acute health problems. One of the most dramatic situations that the emergency physician can face 
is cardiopulmonary arrest (CPA). Numerous studies have been carried out to identify factors that influence 
survival and hospital discharge, secondary to a CRP, regardless of its cause. Within this context, a new 
technological resource has shown promising results: resuscitation aided by an oxygenation system and 
extracorporeal circulation (ECMO - Extracorporeal Membrane Oxygenation), called E-CPR15. This technique 
consists of installing a cardiopulmonary bypass device in a patient in CPA, offering the team a longer period 
to find the cause of this CPA and to reverse it, if possible. Selected patients have benefited from this tool, 
with reports of survival for hospital discharge ranging from 29% to 43%, and more and more cutting-edge 
services can perform E-CPR in their emergency rooms or even offer this resource to the prehospital level16,17.

Several applications have been incorporated into the emergency practice, simplifying communication 
with patients and health units or guiding first care to non-specialized professionals. Apps like Pulsara allow 
paramedics to communicate with emergency departments in a simple, fast and safe way by informing data 
about the patient’s condition and arrival time, transmitting images and electrocardiogram and thus facilitating 
the activation of specific teams and institutional codes such as stroke, AMI, trauma, sepsis or any other 
team involved in the treatment before the patient arrives. AirRx, on the other hand, was designed to help 
healthcare professionals who face emergencies during a commercial flight by making available the 23 most 
common causes of triggering in these situations as well as the crew functions of each airline and the legal, 
medical implications involved.

Emergency training has been revolutionized using mannequins that realistically simulate vomiting, 
sweat, and bleeding in addition to all motor functions. Realistic video games allow simulation of service with 
improved techniques and individualized feedback on performance with speed, average time, assertiveness, 
possible damage, or excess.

The acceleration of Telemedicine in recent years has established itself as an effective and safe 
strategy for sharing knowledge among professionals, reducing cases of low complexity in emergencies, 
and optimizing access to health in remote regions18,19. In services whose demand for subspecialists is small 
or low regional availability of professionals, it is economically unfeasible to maintain them in person at 
each health unit20,21. In this context, the exchange of experience in real-time between the emergency room 
and other specialists at a distance, such as cardiologists and neurologists, can be crucial for the assertive 
management of highly complex cases22,23. In situations of the health system collapse due to catastrophes 
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related to major accidents or infectious diseases, as in the pandemic by COVID-19, the effectiveness of the 
call center in the management of human and material resources is notable24,25. In addition to avoiding the 
need for emergency care, as in cases where driving must be outpatient, remote care is helpful to reinforce 
the need for face-to-face assessment for those who have diseases for which rapid intervention is essential. 
Finally, for populations that live or work in places far from large centers, for which access to the emergency 
requires long and/or complex commuting, the initial stages of care can be directed by Telemedicine directly 
to the patient or between health professionals19,23,26.

The United States Department of Homeland Security has already tested technologies that promise 
to simplify and make emergency or catastrophe assistance more efficient. Light and functional clothing that 
protects rescuers against gunshots or punctures and with an instant high-visibility mode in places of low 
light or darkness, exoskeletons that will allow displacing or lifting patients with less physical effort, sensors 
applied to the skin of rescuers and patients who collect instant data of vital signs and metabolic parameters 
as well as geolocation. Autonomous ambulances, utterly independent of human beings, will allow the crew 
members to contact the victims employing video calls during the route, collecting data even through skin 
sensors above that will be abundantly available at home, interacting with the patient or his accompanying 
person to guide the beginning of treatment.

As quickly as an emergency room service, new technologies are made available in the health area. 
The current challenge will be to deal with the exponential growth of new technologies while the growth of 
knowledge remains linear. Situations in which time is a crucial factor for the excellent evolution of the patient, 
and complex decisions must be made as soon as possible, the state-of-the-art technological resources are an 
essential tool, and together with sound clinical judgment and careful evaluation, they enable the emergency 
services to offer safe and effective treatment, following current best practices25,27.

The future of emergency care looks more streamlined, efficient, and faster. There will be a considerable 
number of data instantly for care and will consider the needs of patients and the limitations of resources and 
caregivers. Nobody will needlessly wait for the first appointment.
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